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Data allocation is an innate part of right to
MULTIFACETED ACCESSION TO
privacy. Privy info such as birth date,
DATA FORTIFICATION LAWS IN
financial competency, health are all
INDIA, LACUNAE AND
comprehended within the bounds of privacy.
EXPLICATIONS
Privacy is an individual right relished by each
By Deep Kumar Mohanty and Shreeja
person which may elongate to bodily virtue,
Utkalika Jena
personal sovereignty, illuminating self
From Utkal University, Odisha; S’O’A
persistency, safeguarding from state
University, Odisha respectively
vigilance, grace, privateness, urge expression
and emancipation to discord or maneuver or
foresee. The right of privacy or concealment
Introduction
In the current times there is an interminable
is the immunity to be unfettered from
materialization of cyber crimes buttoned up
unprovoked notoriety, to animate a life of
the sphere. The thievery and deal of
solitude, and to live outwardly from
embezzled dossier is ensuing transversely
gratuitous intrusion by the commonalty in
acreage where substantial province pretense
matters with which the populace is not
no hindrance or emerge non-existent in this
necessarily implicated.
hi-tech era. It is germane to prognosticate that
India being the leading throng of deployed
In case of Campbell v. MGN2 , the court
data might become the centre of cyber
held that if “there is an intrusion in a
atrocity as there is nix explicit legislation for
situation where a person can reasonably
data fortification in India.
expect his privacy to be respected, that
intrusion will be capable of giving rise to
Connotation of Data Protection
liability unless the intrusion can be
Data protection refers to the fending of
justified”. 3
susceptible data from tumbling into
erroneous grip in order to preclude extortion
The Semayne’s Case (1604)4 relates to the
and graft. Perceptive information stability is
entry into a property by the Sheriff of London
based on 3 imperative purpose such as a)
in order to execute a valid writ wherein Sir
regulating substantial and plausible approach
Edward Coke, while recognizing a man’s
to susceptible data b) Individual liability of
right to privacy famously said that “the
that receptive notification and recognition of
house of everyone is to him as his castle
mobs who have admittance to it c) audit
and fortress, as well for his defense against
grooves both palpable and cogent of who
injury and violence, as for his repose”. The
accessed the perceptive information i.e. who,
concept of privacy further developed in
when, how, what and why. 1
England in the 19th century and has been well
established in today’s world.
Jurisprudential
Ambit
of
Data
Preservance
International Conventions and Reports
1

W. Boni and G.L.Kovacich, Netspionage: Global
Threat to Information, 147( 1st ed., 2000)
2
2004 UKHL 22.

3

Strutner v Dispatch Printing Co., 2 Ohio App. 3d 377
(Ohio Ct. App., Franklin County 1982).
4
Peter Semayne v Richard Gresham, 77 ER 194.
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Article 12 of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights states, “No one shall be
Indian Mandate on Data Privacy
subjected to arbitrary interference with his
In the case of K.S. Puttaswamy (Retd.) v
privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor
Union of India6 the Hon’ble Supreme Court,
to attacks upon his honour and reputation.
in which case the ‘Aadhaar Card Scheme’
Everyone has the right to the protection of the
was challenged on the ground that
law against such interference or attacks.”
accumulating
and
assembling
the
Article 17 of the International Covenant on
demographic and biometric info of the
Civil and Political Rights states that, “No one
dwellers of the terrain to be used for
shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful
numerous objectives is in dereliction of the
interference with his privacy, family, home
fundamental right to privacy exemplified in
or correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on
Article 21 of the Constitution of India. The
his honour and reputation.” Everyone has the
Hon’ble Supreme Court by its decision
right to the protection of the law against such
pronounced on August 24, 2017 unanimously
interference or attacks.
held as under: Article 16 of the UNCRC states that,” No
child shall be subjected to arbitrary or(i)
M P Sharma7 decision which commands that
unlawful interference with his or her privacy,
the right to privacy is not secured by the
family, or correspondence, nor to unlawful
Constitution stands abrogated;
attacks on his or her honour and reputation(ii)
The judgement in Kharak Singh8 to the
and the child has the right to the protection
degree which prerequisites that the right to
of law against such interference or attacks.
privacy is not insured by the Constitution sets
The congregation and holding of personal
to be overruled;
information on computers, data banks, and(iii) The right to privacy is preserved as an
other
devices,
whether
by public
elemental part of the right to life and personal
establishment or private folks or bodies, must
liberty under Article 21 and as a part of the
be keeping pace by law. Every individual
privilege assured by Part III of the
should have the right to determine in an
Constitution.
comprehensible form, whether, and if so, (iv)
Privacy is a constitutionally safeguarded
what delicate dossier is stored in mechanical
right which looms principally from the
data files, and for what objectives. Every
assurance of life and personal liberty in
personality should also be able to find out
Article 21 of the Constitution. Fundamentals
which are public powers that be or private
of privacy also occur in changeable substance
individuals or bodies control or may have
from the other facets of exemption and poise
power over their files. If such records have
renowned and assured by the fundamental
been composed or processed divergent to the
rights enclosed in Part III.
requirements of the regulation, every(v)
Privacy includes the fundamental part of the
individual should have the right to appeal
perpetuation of personal intimacies, the
5
modification or eradication.
blessedness of family life, nuptials,
5

UN Doc. HRI/GEN/1/Rev.9, General Comment No.
16: Article 17, para 10.
6
(2015) 8 SCC 735.

7

M. P. Sharma and Ors. v Satish Chandra, District
Magistrate, Delhi and Ors 1954 SCR 1077
8
Kharak Singh v State of Uttar Pradesh and Ors,
(1964) 1 SCR 334
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proliferation, the dwelling and sexual
organic aspect of a human being as may be
orientation. Privacy also designates a right to
precise by guidelines. 9
be left unaccompanied. Privacy preserves
b) Central part of biometric information means
individual independence and inculcates the
finger stamp, Iris scan, or such other
capability of a person to have power over
biological attribute of an individual as may be
imperative aspects of his or her life. Personal
specified by regulations.10
preferences overriding an approach of life are
c) Demographic info includes data relating to
native to confidentiality. Privacy protects
the forename, date of origin, address along
heterogeneity and perceives the multiplicity
with further pertinent information of a
and miscellany of our traditions. While the
person, as may be précised by organization
lawful anticipation of seclusion may vary
projected for the target of issuing an Aadhaar
from the personal zone to the classified zone
digit, however shall not include race,
as well as from the private to the public
religious conviction, social group, ethnic
arenas, it is significant to draw attention that
group, traditions, dialect, records of power,
privacy is not vanished or capitulated only for
earnings or medicinal account.11
the reason that the individual is in a
d) The Authority shall make sure the
communal place.
safekeeping of identity information and
(vi)
As per Article 21 an incursion of privacy
verification records of persons 12
must be vindicated on the basis of a law
e) No court shall receive cognition of whatever
which lays down a modus operandi which is
misdemeanor is liable to be punished by
flaxen, just and rational. An assault of
under this Act, accumulate on a grievance
existence or personal freedom must meet the
made by the Authority or any bureaucrat or
three-fold constraints of (i) legitimacy, which
person authorised by it.13
hypothesizes the existence of law; (ii)
requirements, defined in provisions of a
LACUNAE
lawful state aim; and (iii) proportionality
which guarantees a lucid nexus linking the
a) Section 28 of the Act speaks that the
stuffs and the means adopted to accomplish
Authority shall take certain the safety
them.
measures of individual information and
verification records of persons. Section 2(e)
of the Act delineates ‘authority’ which refers
Diverse Governmental Legislations in
to the Unique Identification Authority of
India do not grant shield to all class of data
India established under sub-section (1) of
Section 11 of the Act. It is to be noted that
1. Aadhar Act, 2016
a) Biometric information means snap, finger
Section 139AA of the Income Tax Act, 1961
stamp, Iris examination, or such additional
grants for the linking of Aadhaar to PAN. The
proviso was defied in the Supreme Court and
9

S.2(g),The Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial
and Other Subsidies, Benefits and Services) Act, 2016
10
S.2(j),The Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial
and Other Subsidies, Benefits and Services) Act, 2016
11
S.2(k),The Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial
and Other Subsidies, Benefits and Services) Act, 2016

12

S.28, The Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial
and Other Subsidies, Benefits and Services) Act, 2016
13
S.47, The Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial
and Other Subsidies, Benefits and Services) Act, 2016
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was consequently upheld by a Hon’ble
Repository (CIDR) there is an gigantic
Division Bench of Justices A.K. Sikri and
likelihood of information fall foul of or
Ashok Bhusan in Binoy Viswam Case14.
piracy and formerly the national depository is
However, when Aadhaar is linked, the
hacked , it may escort to the infringement of
information which were collected via UIDAI
the personal facts and information of millions
would be split by means of the Income Tax
of populace.
Authorities. But, the Income Tax Act doesn’t
bequeath with any title or any authority for
d) As per Section 47(1), a court be able to
the rationale of fortification of those
acquire cognizance of a crime condemned
information and data. Therefore, a major
under the Act only if a grievance is given
loophole remains in the verdict.
by UIDAI or any bureaucrat or any other
individual authorised by it. Section 47 of
b) Section 33(1) of the Act says that revelation
the Act is capricious, absurd and specious
of information as well as identity dossier or
as it doesn’t endow with a method to
verification records may be made agreeable
persons to seek efficient remedy intended
to an order of a Court not mediocre to that of
for desecration of their right to privacy.
a District Judge and additional to that no
Therefore, it can be firmly said that section
regulation by the Court may be made beneath
47 infringes the rights of general public to
the sub-section shall be made devoid of
seek remedies in case of breach of their
giving a chance of investigation to the
deep-seated rights.
UIDAI. However, it doesn’t endow with for
e) It is a elemental belief that possession of an
an opportunity of trial to the data foremost,
individual’s information be required to at
which aligned with the doctrine of natural
all times vest with the entity. But it is
impartiality and in flouting of surveillance of
appertaining to prognostic that the
the Hon’ble Apex Court in Puttaswamy’s
specifications to Section 28(5) 15 of the
case. Constitutional probity necessitate an
Aadhaar Act, outlaws a person to
administration not to do something in a
admittance to the biometric dossier that
manner which would develop into violative
outlines the central part of his or her
of rule of law and not giving opportunity to
inimitable ID and thus contravenes this
the affected party is against the perception of
elemental rule.
rule of law. Hence, it is against constitutional
f) As per Section 23(2)(s) 16 UIDAI which is
morality.
managing the Aadhaar scheme, is also
c) As the federal body for the storage and union
liable for instituting
an accusation
of information is Central Identities Data
redressal apparatus to categorize in order to
14

Binoy Viswam v. Union of India and Ors (2017)7
SCC 59
15
Notwithstanding anything contained in any other
law for the time being in force, and save as otherwise
provided in this Act, the Authority or any of its officers
or other employees or any agency that maintains the
Central Identities Data Repository shall not, whether
during his service or thereafter, reveal any information
stored in the Central Identities Data Repository or
authentication record to anyone: Provided that an

Aadhaar number holder may request the Authority to
provide access to his identity information excluding
his core biometric information in such manner as may
be specified by regulations.
16
Section 23(2)(s) states, ”Without prejudice to subsection (1), the powers and functions of the Authority,
inter alia, include— (s) setting up facilitation centres
and grievance redressal mechanism for redressal of
grievances of individuals, Registrars, enrolling
agencies and other service providers;”
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tackle grievances cropping up from Aadhar
making Aadhaar ( online or hard copy) as two
thereby extraordinarily compromising the
out of four alternative in these sections,
sovereignty of the complaint redressal
without stating the third one ( simply
body.
authorizing the government to do so) and
2. Section 29(4) 17 is too expansive as it
providing identification as the fourth one (
provides ample of unrestricted supremacy
which a preponderance of people do not
to UIDAI to exhibit, put out or place core
acquire) does not act in accordance with with
biometric dossier of whichever personality
the SC objective which first and foremost
for principles précised by the regulations.
subdued implement of Aadhaar to “ benefits”
from the Consolidated finance of India, as
above trynnically defined.
Non Acquiescence of the directives
b) Section 57 of the original act states, “Nothing
positioned by the Supreme Court in the
enclosed in this act shall avert the exercise of
Aadhar Amendment Act 2019
a) The Supreme Court in the Aadhar
Aadhaar for instituting the distinctiveness of
18
Judgment (Para 322) has held, “ No doubt,
a person for any reason whether by the State
the Government cannot take offense under
or any person business or person.” In a
the aforementioned proviso to broaden the
prolonged conversation in the Aadhaar
extent
of
funding
services
and
verdict (paras 355 to 367), Section 57 was
reimbursement. ‘Benefits’ should be such
affirmed illegal, and struck down of being too
which are in the temperament of welfare
outstretched. The re-personification of the
proposal for which reserves are to be
analogous illogical 57 is obtainable in 5(7) of
careworn from the combine finance of India.
2019 amendment Act, where an comparable
As consequence measure by CBSE, NEET,
condition, deliberately superseding all other
JEE and UGC constraints for scholarship
requirements consent to essential use of
shall not be enclosed under Section 7, except
Aadhaar single-handedly if Parliament by
it is verified that the disbursement is incurred
any decree ( not yet specified) so endows
from consolidate subsidize of India. We are
with Sections 24 and 25 discussed above,
of the opinion that the litigants shall not
furthermore replicates a alike reirrationally develop the scale of ‘subsidies,
embodiment.
services and assistance’ by this means
c) The Supreme Court in the Aadhar
enlarging the web of Aadhaar, where it is not
Judgement(Para 349), while continuation of
allowable.”
The court went on to
Section 33 which contracts with obligatory
comprehend that Sections 24 & 25 of the
revelation in wellbeing of nationwide
Aadhar Amendment Act 2019 cites the make
security, distorted the resolution-maker from
use of Aadhaar by telecom service bringers,
Joint Secretary to a higher level and
depository and financial establishment for
significantly supplemented, “ There has to be
doing reporting purpose under the Prevention
a
privileged
grade
official beside
of Money Laundering Act ( PMLA) which
with, preferably, a legal executive.”
have no correlation with subsidies,
In the 2019 Aadhar Amendment Act though
advantages, wellbeing or DBT. Merely
a Secretary rank administrator has been
Section 29(4) states that, ”No Aadhaar number or
core biometric information collected or created under
this Act in respect of an Aadhaar number holder shall
17

be published, displayed or posted publicly, except for
the purposes as may be specified by regulations.”
18
K.S. Puttaswamy v. Union of India
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delegated, no legal constituent along
which may pull out up to three years and shall
with has been provided, thus strikingly
also be accountable to confiscate upto INR
breaking the command put down by the
1,00,000.
Supreme Court.
c) Section 72 entails that whichever person who
has held entrée to any electronic record,
Information and Technology Act
book, register, correspondence, materials,
a) Section 43A of the IT Act commands that
file exclusive of the approval of the person
where a body corporate accquiring, dealing
apprehensive and thereafter, unveils such
or conducting any thin-skinned clandestine
electronic
record,
book,
register,
19
information or data in a computer source
correspondence, information, document or
which it owns, reins or operate, is slipshod in
other material to any other personality shall
executing and perpetuating prudent security
be rebuked with detention for a tenure which
measures and actions20 thus precipitating
may lengthen to two years, or with fine which
reprehensible loss or illicit gain to any
may expand to INR 1,00,000 (Rupees One
individual, such body corporate shall be
Lakh) , or with both.
accountable to pay off reimbursement by way d) Section 72A stipulates, any person, including
of compensation, that shall not surpass a
a intermediary21who, while providing
summation of INR 5,00,00,000 (Rupees Five
services in the terms of a legally recognized
Crore).
bond, has unbolt admittance to every material
b) Section 66 C accords with individuality of
containing personal dossier.
larceny and states that whoever, deceitfully
or underhandedly exploits the electronic
LACUNAE
signature, code word or any other inimitable
recognition feature of any individual, shall be
castigated with incarceration for a period
The term “sensitive personal data or information” of
a person is defined to mean such personal information
which consists of information relating to— (i)
password; (ii) financial information such as Bank
account or credit card or debit card or other payment
instrument details; (iii) physical, physiological and
mental health condition; (iv) sexual orientation; (v)
medical records and history; (vi) biometric
information; (vii) any detail relating to the above
clauses as provided to body corporate for providing
service; and (viii) any of the information received
under above clauses by body corporate for processing,
stored or processed under lawful contract or otherwise:
provided that, any information that is freely available
or accessible in public domain or furnished under the
Right to Information Act, 2005 or any other law for
the time being in force shall not be regarded as
sensitive personal data or information for the purposes
of these regulations.
20
The term "reasonable security practices and
procedures" has been defined to mean security
19

practices and procedures designed to protect such
information from unauthorised access, damage, use,
modification, disclosure or impairment, as may be
specified in an agreement between the parties or as
may be specified in any law for the time being in force
and in the absence of such agreement or any law, such
reasonable security practices and procedures, as may
be prescribed by the Central Government in
consultation with such professional bodies or
associations as it may deem fit.
21
The term “intermediary” with respect to any
particular electronic records, has been defined to mean
any person who on behalf of another person receives,
stores or transmits that record or provides any service
with respect to that record and includes telecom
service providers, network service providers, internet
service providers, web hosting service providers,
search engines, online payment sites, onlineauction
sites, online market places and cyber cafes.
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a) The Information & Technology Act does
It is apropos to discern here that there is nix
not hold a classification of dossier
explicit enactment for hedge of records in
transgression.
India. In 2006, the Personal Data Protection
b) The equipping of Information &
Bill, 2006 was preceded in the Rajya Sabha
Technology Act solitarily deals with the
with perception of ensuring bulwark to
compilation and allotment of information by
private data and information of a personal,
a ‘body corporate’.
compiled for a meticulous objective by an
c) Also the Information & Technology Act
organization and to impede its utilization by
does not comprise the underlying clause that
diverse organizations for marketable or other
the interference can only emerge in the case
intents. Retrospectively in the wake of the
of communal crisis or in cases concerning
conclusion of the Apex Court in Justice
civic wellbeing. Moreover, section 69 of the
(Retd.) K.S. Puttaswamy v. Union of India
IT Act consents that any individual or
(Right to Privacy matter), right to privacy
conciliator who falls short to lend a hand to
being affirmed as a fundamental right, it was
the specific agency with the interception,
stated that it is crucial to protect personal data
scrutinizing, decoding or prerequisite of
as a component of informational privacy.
dossier accumulated in a computer source
Hence, the Personal Data Protection Bill,
shall be chastened with a sentence of
2018 was launched in the Parliament with
detention for a term which may pull out to
regulations covering facet of fortification of
seven years, and shall be accountable for a
data.
fine.
d) The term “consent” has nix
LACUNAE
characterization under IT Act .
e) The regulations and provisions of the IT
Despite the fact that the bill provides a
Act predominantly required to cover ‘private
scrawny structure of data fortification law
information’ and ‘sensitive intimate
and attempt at strives certain facets of data
compilations or information’, i.e. the data
shield yet it undergoes from major outlets.
analogous to (i) password; (ii) monetary
information such as bank account or credit
1. Non-existence of norms for equitable and
card or debit card or other payment
plausible data analysis
mechanism particulars; (iii) physical,
As per the suggestions of Justice Srikrishna
physiological and intellectual wellbeing
Committee courts of law and governing
state; (iv) carnal acclimatization; (v)
bodies should be permitted to formulate
medicinal statements and antiquity; and (vi)
doctrines of impartial and logical data
biometric information. However, the
processing. The Bill inserts the responsibility
information which is candidly handy in
on data administrators to amass data in a fair
communal area is not studied within the
and rational manner that compliments the
realm of ‘receptive delicate information or
privacy of the person but does not
data’.
unambiguously denote just and logical
manner of personal data processing which
could result in evenhandedness and
Rigorous Scrutiny of Personal Data
reasonability
doctrines
to
contrast
Protection Bill, 2018
transversely fiduciaries processing similar
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kinds of data and fiduciaries within the
4. Certain categories of data are excused
equivalent business might develop and
which possibly will not gratify the analysis
pursue diverse principles.
of proportionality
The State is capable of progression of data for
the reason that (i) national security, (ii)
2. Tenders for data localization is somewhat
deterrence, inquiry and hearing of
pertaining
Data localization could radiate an
contravention of a law, (iii) legal procedures,
unfavorable impact on minor data fiduciaries
(iv) individual or familial reasons, and (v)
who way out to substitute inexpensive
research and journalistic purposes. An
storage apparatus through compliance load
imperative query is whether all exceptions
and elevate costs and several possibly will be
present in the Bill are reasonable. The
demoralized from investing in India as a
Supreme Court, in Puttaswamy vs Union of
marketplace for the reason that of additional
India , allowed exceptions to the right to
expenditure occuring from putting up second
privacy of a person merely in cases where a
copy servers as a consequence of which
larger communal purpose backed by law is
consumers may not encompass the
contented by the contravention of privacy of
preference of availing services of each and
an individual and tinted that the exemption be
every data fiduciaries. In several cases where
required to be obligatory for and balanced to
the data fiduciary is listed as an unit in a farachieving the point. As a result it is clear that
off nation law enforcement may perhaps not
an exception for national security, pursuant to
essentially be expedited. Moreover India
a law, may be justified. But, it is vague if
requires to invest and boost on data centre
exceptions for lawful procedures, or for
infrastructure and network aptitude prior to
research and journalistic purposes congregate
authorization of data localization.
the
rudiments
of
requisite
and
proportionality.
3. Responsibity of the legislature for nonconsensual processing of data is uncertain
5. Data processing for providing all services
Personal data may be processed if such
of the state without consent is unjustified
processing is obligatory intended for any role
Personal data may be processed if such
22
of Parliament or any State Legislature. The
processing is necessary for the exercise of
Bill permits for giving out of an individual’s
any function of the State authorised by law
private data devoid of their approval if it is
for: (a) the provision of any service or benefit
crucial for every role of the Parliament or
to the data principal from the State; or (b) the
state legislature which is unreasonable plus it
issuance of any certification, license or
is pretty uncertain to envisage a propos to the
permit for any action or activity of the data
probable prerequisite of the Parliament or
principal
by
the
State.23
The
State Legislature for admittance of any
recommendations of Sri Krishna Committee
personal data lacking the approval of the
cite that only those government entities
person.
which are exercising functions directly
related to the provision of welfare should be
allowed non-consensual processing of data
22

S.13(1), Personal Data Protection Bill 2018

23

S.13(2), Personal Data Protection Bill, 2018
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and acknowledges that non-consensual
data fiduciary to the Data Protection
processing by government entities for all
Authority For India(DPAI) “as soon as
types of public functions may be too broad to
possible”, in case they pretense budding
an exception to consent. But the Bill utterly
“harm” to data principals. 26 On the other
disregards the recommendation and allows
hand there is vagueness in this proviso as it
non-consensual data processing for all
does not unequivocally states how rapidly
services of the State.
and within what predetermined instance the
violation is to be notified.
6.

A grievance might be filed solitarily in
case of possibility of impairment
A data prime may hoist a complaint in case
of a breach of whichever provisions of this
Act, or set of laws approved, or regulations
precised there under, which has caused or is
probable to cause damage to such data
principal, to— (a) the data shield official, in
case of a momentous data fiduciary; or (b) an
officer chosen for this purpose, in case of any
supplementary data fiduciary. 24 It is dubious
as to why the absolute infringement of the
rights of the principal isn’t ample to file a
complaint. Nothing enclosed in sub-section
(1) shall make any such person answerable to
any penalty provided in this Act, if she
verifies that the violation was committed
exclusive of her acquaintance or that she had
implemented all due conscientiousness to
avert the commission of such crime. 25 The
data principal moreover has to demonstrate
and confirm that damage has been caused to
them as a outcome of unlawful data
processing thereby inserting needless burden
on the data principal.

7. No predetermined time limit for reporting
data breach
If we take into contemplation notification of
data violates the bill states that the data
breach notifications are to be prepared by the
24
25

S.39(2), The Personal Data Protection Bill, 2018
S.96(2), The Personal Data Protection Bill, 2018

8. Discretionary exposure of data breaches
might upshot in conflict of interests
The Bill states that the fiduciary shall notify
the DPA in the occurrence of a data breach
(i.e., an unintentional or unlawful use or
revelation of data) only if such a violation is
expected to cause damage to any data
principal. 27 The query which remains
unreciprocated is whether the fiduciary
should have the discretion to resolve whether
a data breach needs to be reported to the
DPA. From a bare interpretation we can infer
that the fiduciary has the discretion to decide
if the data breach has caused data principal
any damage. This may perhaps result in picky
reporting of data breaches which will shun
the DPA from being burdened with towering
volume of low-impact data breach reports on
one hand and on the other also not make the
fiduciary answerable of the duty reporting.
On the contrary, there may be a conflict of
interest while deciding whether a breach is to
be reported, as the fiduciary is synchronized
by the DPA and cases of breaches and
swiftness of notice are assessed in
autonomous data audits ordered by the DPA
whose outcomes are reviewed into a score,
made open and sway the insight of a
fiduciary’s trustworthiness.

26
27

S.32(3), The Personal Data Protection Bill, 2018
Ibid
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9. Imprisonment, Captivity, Attachment of
Contrastive Contemplation of European
possessions in the form of damages can be
Union’s
General
Data
Protection
made by DPA exclusive of court order
Regulation (GDPR) and the Personal Data
The Recovery Officer, as per the orders of the
Protection Bill, 2018
Data Protection Authority, may perform
numerous enforcement proceedings in
1. Though Section 27(1) which states that the
opposition to the person including (i)
data principal shall have the right to limit or
attachment and transaction of the persons
avert ongoing revelation of personal data by
variable assets; (ii) attachment of the persons
a data fiduciary allied to the data principal
bank financial statement; (iii) attachment and
where such disclosure (a) has dole out the
sale of the persons unbending possessions;
reason for which it was prepared or is no
(iv) seizure and imprisonment of the
longer essential; (b) was made on the
individual in prison; (v) appointing a receiver
substructure of approval. The foremost
for the managing of the persons movable and
disparity is that in India, a citizen has not
immovable properties.28 The Bill vests
been sanctioned the right to stipulate
unleashed authority to the Recovery Officer
his/her data to be obliterate. Data bolster,
to act in implementation of the guidelines of
which is an appraisal in itself in GDPR
the Data Protection Authority and do not
does not even smack upon a mention in the
insist on sanction of a court order for the
Indian draft bill.
above enforcement procedures contrasting
the RBI29 or the IRDA.30
2. Provision of underpinning of delicate data
to data principal The data fiduciary does not
10. The classification of ‘Serving copy’ and
need to apportion the basis of the individual
‘Critical personal data’ are not granted
data to the data principal in case the data has
It is vague what is intended by a ‘serving
not been collected from him/her as per PDPB
copy’ of data. It may be a live, a concrete
which is a blatant precondition in GDPR.
instance of replication of data on a server
within India, or it might be a support at a
3. As per the Personal Data Protection Bill
scrupulous frequency. Exclusive clarity
proclamation of data flout are to be made by
needs to be provided, as expenditure,
the data fiduciary to the Data Protection
connotation and implementation timelines
Authority For India(DPAI) “as promptly as
for fiduciaries would vary considerably with
feasible”, in case they facade plausible
the precise temperament of a ‘serving
“harm” to data principals but does not
copy’. Additionally, what envelops the
unequivocally cite how abruptly and within
domain of ‘critical personal data’ needs to be
what preset instance the violation is to be
unambiguously mentioned, as it is an
clued-up in division to GDPR which has a
essential pre requisite for fiduciaries to set up
time edge of 72 hours.
for storing this data solely in India.
4. Rupture notice to data issue is
indispensable in GDPR while in PDPB it
28
29

S.78, The Personal Data Protection Bill, 2018
Reserve Bank of India

30

Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority
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depends upon forethought of DPA In case
class of other addressee of the personal data
of a contravene, there’s no constraint by
with the data principal dissimilar to GDPR.
Indian draft bill to split it with the data
principal; rather, the data protection
Authority shall resolve whether such breach
9. Approval policies
should be accounted to the data principal.
Under the PDPB data assemblage does not
This is also in dissimilarity to GDPR
fundamentally consent an opt-in but beneath
requirements.
GDPR perceptible confidentiality notices are
provided to consumers, permitting them to
5. Answerability: GDPR
places
further
make a familiar conclusion on whether they
prominence on unambiguous responsibility
ought to assent to allocate their data to be
for data protection thereby putting a direct
stored and used and the approval can be
liability on corporation to establish that they
inhibited at any occasion.
abide by the principles of the guideline,
rather than the nonjudgmental approach of
RECOMMENDATIONS
the Data Protection Act which means firms
will have to execute binding actions such as
 The PDPB should absolutely point out set of
staff guidance, interior data check and
laws and procedure for the just and
keeping comprehensive certification if they
evenhanded principles of data processing by
desire to shun declining foul of the GDPR
data fiduciaries because the requirements of
rules.
Section 4 of the Bill commands that the data
fiduciary ought to assemble data in a rational
6. GDPR unambiguously necessitates data
and reasonable method.
principal to be endow with a copy of data
processing while PDPB imprecisely
 The Data Protection bill should empower the
mentions synopsis of data to be provided
Data Protection Authority to proclaim pattern
for assortment of approval, and the essential
GDPR entails that the data issue (data
trade should conform with these templates.
principal) is presentated with a copy of data
undertaking
processing.
The
Indian
 The mention of subsidiary functions and the
legislation authorizes a précis of that data to
vague words of Section 5(2) of the Bill
be spilt, with no description of what that
should be abrogated in order to evade false
outline is.
impression.
7. Responsibility on data fiduciary -There is
no commitment on data fiduciary in the Bill
to allocate with the data principal for how
much time phase the data will be hoard while
assembling or at any time, as GDPR
consents.



8. The Data Protection Bill does not directs the
data fiduciary to apportion the names and



Section 32 of the Personal Data Protection
Bill should slot in a explicit time frontier to
account the breach of data by the data
fiduciary to the data processor instead a
substitute of using a fuzzy expression like as
soon as possible.

The clauses of Section 13 are very extensive
and there is a likelihood that this proviso
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might be capriciously used under the coverlet
of state functions and for that reason this
prerequisite must classify in a more elaborate
and comprehensive approach the sphere of
needed data.


Data fiduciaries might be requisite to deliver
information concerning any data breaches on
their website to certify clearness.



Inclusion of a competent right to elimination
in the Bill as mandated in the GDPR will be
of momentous significance to the privacy
rights of the populace.



In case there is violation of data then in such
a case the Data Protection Authority in order
to preserve transparency could make the data
fortification impact assessment and data
audits accessible openly.



Despite the fact that the bill stipulates broad
doctrines, additional exertion needs to be
done in order to make approval work in
custom.
CONCLUSION
Though the prevailing laws in India do not
bestow indispensable data protection but
India is on the way of drafting a
governmental
endorsement
for
data
protection. A profound approach into the
above loopholes and further deliberations and
negotiations in the Parliament to grant
essential recommendations to exterminate
the same would lay concrete the way for
generating a brawny data fortification law in
India.
*****
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